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ABSTRACT

Recent events have put the acceptability of the risks of nuclear
energy production technologies (NEPT) under the spotlight. A
focus on risks, however, could lead to the neglect of other aspects
of NEPT, such as their irreversibility. I argue that awareness of the
socio-historical development of NEPT is helpful for understanding
their irreversibility. To this end, I conceptualize NEPT development
as a process of structuration in which material, institutional and
discursive elements are produced and/or reproduced by purposive
social actors. This conceptualization is used to structure an analysis of
how irreversibility arose in the first decades of NEPT development in
India, France and the USA, and how some NEPT have been reversed
or partially reversed. Lastly, two general conditions for reversible NEPT
are formulated based on this analysis.

1. Introduction
The nuclear disaster in Fukushima is still vivid in our collective memory. The subsequent
uproar and far-reaching policy debates (e.g. in Germany) have put nuclear energy back on
the agenda and under critical examination. One of the central questions is, of course: should
the development and implementation of nuclear energy production technologies (NEPT)
be continued and, if so, in what way? In considering this question, the nature and acceptability of the risks and benefits of NEPT have received much attention (e.g. Hale, 2011; Parkins
& Haluza-delay, 2011; Roeser, 2011; van de Poel, 2011). However, a focus on risks can result
in failing to appreciate other aspects of NEPT that are relevant to the question whether to
continue them and require comprehension of the socio-historical process of NEPT development. This paper contributes insights into a specific aspect that arises as NEPT are developed,
namely technological irreversibility. Irreversibility has received attention in the literature on
nuclear power and emerging technologies (e.g. Cowan, 1990; Van Merkerk & Van Lente, 2005)
and has been implicitly present in some of the socio-technical literature, for example in social
embeddedness (Granovetter, 1985), entrenchment (e.g. Koch & Stemerding, 1994; Mulder
& Knot, 2001), and path dependence and lock-in (e.g. Arthur, 1989, 1994; David, 2007;
Liebowitz & Margolis, 1995). The issue of irreversibility is of great importance for whether to
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continue developing or using NEPT for a number of reasons. Firstly, NEPT are characterized
by a degree of residual uncertainty and ignorance concerning risks, even after risk analysis
has been performed and implementation in society has already begun (van Van de Poel,
2011). However, as learning about the technology continues, possibilities for making changes
to the technology generally decrease.1 With this in mind, Collingridge (1980, 1983) argued
that keeping NEPT flexible is paramount to optimal outcomes from its development.2
Secondly, better technological solutions for achieving the same goals as NEPT might be
found. Replacing NEPT with another technology requires some degree of reversibility. Finally,
even democratic considerations could drive one to reverse NEPT development.
However, before it is possible to actually incorporate technological reversibility/ irreversibility as a useful variable in considering the acceptability of NEPT, it must first be properly
identified and analysed. And while the above-mentioned frameworks and concepts could
be helpful in this regard, they generally leave black-boxed the question what technology is,
and uphold a distinction between agency and technology that arguably does not do justice
to their co-constitutive relation (e.g. Orlikowski, 1992, 2007). This paper provides a framework
that incorporates these points by characterizing NEPT development as a process of structuration. Building on some of the basic tenets of structuration theory (Giddens, 1984), augmented with insights from the sociology of expectations (e.g. Borup, Brown, Konrad, & Van
Lente, 2006), this paper presents technology as a structural property of social systems. This
is further elaborated upon in sections 2 and 3. In sections 4, 5 and 6, the first decades of the
NEPT development in India, France and the USA are analysed. Finally, what insight this analysis provides into the reversibility and irreversibility of NEPT is explained in section 7.

2. Technology Development as a Process of Structuration
Reflection on technology often focuses on material artefacts and ‘hard’ aspects such as risks
and benefits (Sørensen, 2004; Swierstra & te Molder, 2012). In what follows, a different conceptualization of technology is introduced in order to further our understanding of technological
irreversibility. This conceptualization is essentially a social one, since technology development
is not detachable from its social context and is wrought with subjectivity and contingency
(Pinch & Bijker, 1987). Additionally, technology is developed by people with certain goals in
mind. These goals are neither pre-given nor random; they are based in socially constructed,
subjective human aspirations. Aspirations entail hopes and ambitions, held by individual
human agents. They are the discursive3 result of an agent’s reflexive monitoring of its actions
and inner motivations as well as its social and physical surroundings. These aspirations can be
shared between agents and then function as expectations4 that determine the direction of
technology development by mobilizing actors and resources and by setting a development
path through promising and visioning (Borup et al., 2006). And while these aspirations guide
the direction of technology development, technology in turn influences our aspirations.
The theory underlying this idea––the theory of structuration––was first proposed by
Anthony Giddens (1979, 1984). It builds on what Giddens calls the ‘duality of structure,’
meaning that ‘the structural properties of social systems are both the medium and the outcome of practices that constitute these systems’ (Giddens, 1979, p. 69), wherein the continuous reciprocal reproduction of structure and agency is what he calls the ‘structuration
process.’ The structural properties of social systems are ‘institutionalized features of social
systems, stretching across time and space’ (Giddens, 1984, p. 185). Orlikowski (1992) suggests
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that technology is a prime example of such a structural property.5 Based on Giddens’‘duality
of structure,’ Orlikowski (1992, p. 405) proposes a recursive notion of technology in the form
of the ‘duality of technology’. Material technology is created through action and enables
humans to do things that were previously not possible. On the other hand, it constrains
human agents by making certain options for action more or less attractive or affordable.6
By habitually calling these technologies into play, actors objectify and institutionalize them
(Orlikowski, 1992). This is crucial, since the stability implied allows actors to make sense of
technologies and discover how to use them, and are thereby able to take advantage of
technologies to do ‘work.’
What sorts of structural elements give rise to technology as a structural property of social
systems through reproduction and transformation by agents? Arts, Leroy, and Tatenhove
(2006, p. 99) present a framework for the analysis of policy domains that is based on the
duality of structure. It identifies four dimensions: actors, discourses, rules of the game and
resources. In light of Orlikowski’s ‘duality of technology,’ I have revised this division resulting
in a different topography of the structural elements implicated in a duality of technology,
as shown in Table 1.
In the discursive dimension, I distinguish between (a) discourse as agents’ shared views
and narratives as enabling and constraining agency, and (b) discursive resources drawn upon
in developing technology (including shared aspirations). The institutional dimension of
technology includes rules and authoritative resources, namely the elements implicated in
the regulation and coordination of human action. The material dimension of technology
includes allocative resources, as well as a technology’s material affordance, namely the idea
that the specific material structure of a technology makes certain actions more or less affordable than others. As such, material elements are made functionally analogous to discursive
or institutional ones, and the three dimensions can be taken up in parallel for an analysis of
technological irreversibility. Lastly, while actors are always implicated in the reproduction
and transformation of NEPT, an analysis of the elements that make up NEPT focuses on
structure rather than agency. As such, actors and their actions and interactions are treated
here as a necessary background condition for the historical analysis of the production, reproduction and transformation of the elements of NEPT.
Table 1. Structural elements implicated in the duality of technology.
Structural dimension

Discursive

Institutional

Material

Space for action constituted
and constrained by

Discourse

Rules

Material affordance

Resources drawn upon

Discursive resources

Authoritative resources

Allocative resources

Technology-specific

Shared aspirations,
specific content of
documents, and
identification/
symbolic features of a
technology...

Solid work routines,
codes, procedures for
decision-making,
organizations
responsible for the
technology’s working...

Material resources,
means of material
production and
reproduction, produced
goods...

General

Larger symbolic
orders

Larger institutional
features, such as the
State, market, etc.

Material features of the
environment, including
other technologies
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In sum, a technology consists of relatively stable sets of elements of all three structural
dimensions, stretching across time and space through recursive implication by social actors,
delineated from the rest of the social system by their discursive identification as belonging
to a specific technology.

3. Structuration and Technological Irreversibility
The continual reproduction and transformation of social structure through action gives rise
to the longevity of institutions. Indeed, the structural properties of social systems (like technology) can exhibit amazing tenacity due to the structuration process involved exhibiting
positive feedback, or as Giddens calls this phenomenon, ‘circuits of reproduction’ (Giddens,
1984, p. 190). When this dynamic is sufficiently strong, technology development can ‘get
caught’ in circuits of reproduction and a technology becomes more and more irreversible.
That is, stopping its development or undoing its constitutive structural elements (see Table
1) becomes increasingly difficult. My conception of such a circuit of technology reproduction
is shown in Figure 1.
According to Giddens, one important aspect contributing to the continuation of circuits
of reproduction is the absence of contradiction, or as I call it here, the absence of disalignment. When it is difficult or practically impossible for agents to reproduce a set of elements
because acting upon one element would weaken the other(s), there is disalignment between
these elements. As I will show in the cases below, it is often disalignment between structural
elements7 that incite conflict and offer opportunities for disruptive interventions in the
development of NEPT, possibly reversing the technology or elements thereof. However, not
all disalignment leads to disruptive events. One reason for this is that the introduction of
new elements (e.g. renewable energy sources, innovative legislation or a redefinition of
sustainability) is difficult, because it is also likely to be disaligned with a system structured
‘around’ the old technology. Another important reason for this phenomenon is the asymmetrical distribution of resources in favour of those supporting the status quo, which allows
them to prevent others from acting upon disalignments (e.g. by secrecy or sanctions) or to
limit the effectiveness of counter-efforts (e.g. by being in powerful networks with significant
decision-making power). In the end, the consequences of disruptive events might be limited
Structural porperties:
mediation/transformation
Discursive
elements

Reflexive monitoring
of action

Institutional
elements

Aspirations

Material
elements

Duality of
technology

Figure 1. Circuit of technology reproduction.
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to undoing only some elements of a technology, and leaving the majority of elements in
place. In this case, one might speak of the partial reversal of that technology.
In what follows, this conceptualization of technology applied to explore the development
of NEPT in India, France and the USA in the period between 1945 and 1980. These specific
countries were selected because (a) they have all developed domestic NEPT, which is interesting for a framework conceptualizing technology development; (b) they started doing so
at more or less the same time, which makes the global background conditions similar; and
(c) their specific socioeconomic, cultural and political backgrounds differ considerably, which
provides some interesting divergences in technology development trajectories. 8 In this
analysis, a combination of material, institutional and discursive elements of NEPT are brought
together with the socio-historical context in which they arose. As such, the analysis consists
of building a socio-historical narrative for each country’s NEPT development trajectory, structured according to the three structural dimensions, and a discussion of the main elements
involved in the circuits of NEPT reproduction and their disturbance, if applicable.

4. India
The birth of the Indian nuclear energy programme can be traced back to the years after the
country gained independence from British rule in 1947. Under Nehru (India’s first prime
minister), development and independence became themes that guided both state policy
and popular sentiment. One important part of development policy was a domestic nuclear
energy programme. The government began by setting up the Tata Institute for Fundamental
Research in 1948. Its director, Homi Bhabha, can be called the father of the Indian nuclear
energy programme, since his three-phase plan guides NEPT development to this day. In
1954, the programme gained pace and importance with the creation of the Department of
Atomic Energy (DAE) and by 1956, the first test reactor was running. In 1957, what would
become the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre (BARC) was set up and by 1969, India’s first
commercial reactors were online.
Nuclear energy development continues to this day (although nuclear energy provides
only about 4% of India’s electricity) and is expanding rapidly as the programme enters the
second of its three planned phases. The first phase consisted of pressurized heavy water
reactors (PHWRs) to generate energy and the necessary plutonium fuel for the second phase,
in which fast breeder reactors (FBRs) will burn this fuel, thus generating the plutonium and
uranium isotopes necessary for a thorium-based9 reactor fleet by 2050 (phase three), by
which time 25% of India’s electricity needs should be met by nuclear fission (World Nuclear
Association, 2012a).

4.1 Discursive
When identifying the discursive elements of the early Indian nuclear energy programme,
three main themes seem to play an important role: the programme’s socio-historical roots
in a post-colonial state, Bhabha and his three-phase plan for nuclear development, and the
lack of distinction between civil and military nuclear applications.
The nuclear energy programme originated shortly after India’s independence, when the
values of national pride, development and independence took centre stage across society
as well as in government policy. There was a trend towards the large-scale nationalization
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of heavy industries and a general agreement that government was best at taking economic
policy decisions and could bring about progressive change (Sovacool & Valentine, 2010). In
this spirit of nationalization, the nuclear energy programme was seen as a prerequisite for
modern development and energy independence. Indeed, supporting Bhabha’s ideas for
Indian nuclear energy, Nehru held the view that India’s development should be articulated
through techno-scientific advances and rationalization, of which nuclear energy was the
Holy Grail. In other words, a centralist, technocratic ideology was at play in the making of
the Indian nuclear energy programme (Sovacool & Valentine, 2010).
The idea of ‘development towards independence’ was a leading discursive element in the
setup of the nuclear energy programme. The three-phase plan proposed by Bhabha in 1954
has proven to be a robust guideline: it still dictates the planning of Indian nuclear energy
development, which is still aimed at increased energy independence through the eventual
use of thorium. One reason the spirit of the early years of the programme lives on is the idea
that ‘[o]ne has to attribute these achievements [in nuclear energy] entirely to the vision of
Bhabha and Nehru, the tenacity of their successors in staying the course against all adversities’ (Gopalakrishnan, 2002, pp. 391–392).
Another discursive aspect that characterized the Indian nuclear energy programme was
the strict secrecy surrounding it. Nehru defended this secrecy, stating that it prevented
sensitive information and/or technology getting into the wrong hands (Gopalakrishnan,
2002), be they those of competing nuclear energy developers or military opponents (e.g.
Pakistan or China). Whether this exhausts the reason for secrecy, however, is debatable. In
all, it has to be said that this secrecy seems to have helped ‘protect’ the programme by limiting the opposition’s access to discursive resources.
The drive for domestic development and self-reliance led to a focus on indigenous technology (with international help early on). Thus, the nuclear energy programme was aimed
at capacity building in Indian industry, in addition to energy production. Although limited
reliability gave rise to several significant incidents during the first decades of the programme
(Ramana, 2007; Tomar, 1980), secrecy and faith in central government control minimized
their impact on the programme.
When asked in 1948 why both civil and military applications were cloaked in strict secrecy,
Nehru had to confess: ‘I do not know how to distinguish between the two,’ confirming the
non-distinction between civil and military NEPT. This non-distinction has been seen as leaving open the possibility to use the nuclear energy infrastructure for military applications, a
suspicion that gained credibility after India’s ‘peaceful nuclear explosion’ in 1974, for which
plutonium from civil reactors was used. After 1974, international cooperation was hampered
by the weapons test, since India had not signed the Non-Proliferation Treaty. Building on
the imagery of self-reliance and domestic development in the face of international adversity,
however, the Indian nuclear energy programme kept receiving national support (Ramana,
2007).

4.2 Institutional
Many of the discursive aspects described above were aligned with the institutional arrangements through which the Indian nuclear energy programme took shape, and those institutional configurations have helped to carry the original aspirations into the present.
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NEPT in India before 1983 was almost completely managed and regulated by the DAE
and the Atomic Energy Commission (established in 1958).10 The Bhabha Atomic Research
Centre (BARC), which is part of the DAE, and its subsidiaries undertake most civil and military
nuclear research. The permanence and power of this centralized nuclear establishment are
partly a result of how it is organized: the AEC answers directly to the Indian prime minister,
and the prime minister and his cabinet have generally had a ‘virtual lock on policymaking’
due to the governmental structure (Sovacool & Valentine, 2010, p. 3807). Although the importance of the nuclear energy programme was already recognized in 1948 (roughly one-quarter
of all Indian R&D spending was directed towards nuclear research from the 1950s to the
1980s: Tomar, 1980), it was the 1962 Atomic Energy Act that really consolidated the institutional embedding of the establishment’s power and the justification of secrecy. The fact that
civil and military nuclear applications had not been conceptually distinguished repeated
itself on an organizational level, where the DAE was responsible for both domains and BARC
did most of the research into both domains. This management and research monopoly
corresponded to the nuclear plant ownership and exploitation, whereby only central government or government-run institutions could engage in these activities, and had majority
ownership.
One more institutional aspect of NEPT reinforced the reliance on Indian engineering and
the focus on self-reliance: liability. The 1962 Atomic Energy Act did not mention liability or
compensation in the event of an accident. This was not necessarily problematic for Indian
nuclear power plants, as the government was officially liable in the end. Foreign nuclear
technology sellers, however, would face full liability, which would make the economics of
operating nuclear power plants uncompetitive, and were thus demotivated from entering
the Indian nuclear energy field. All of this kept India on its three-phase technological
trajectory.

4.3 Material
The material level of Indian NEPT corresponds to the discursive and institutional dimensions
sketched above. Most of the Indian nuclear reactor fleet consists of PHWRs, which produce
high ratios of plutonium as a fission product useable for energy production. This plutonium
is necessary for the FBRs of the second phase. In addition, Indian PHWRs can run on natural
uranium, which is important for self-reliance and independence from other countries. By
choosing PHWRs for the Indian nuclear energy programme, the way to military applications
was left open, as the plutonium from the PHWRs allowed for the construction of nuclear
weapons.
India’s nuclear energy programme relies on a closed fuel cycle (World Nuclear Association,
2012a). This allows for greater fuel efficiency by recycling in mixed oxide fuel (MOX), and is
necessary for separating plutonium from spent fuel as input for the FBRs in phases two and
three. This closed fuel cycle will, at least in principle, increase resource efficiency and independence, and lower the total volume and long-term risks of long-lived waste (Taebi &
Kloosterman, 2008). Until then, however, spent fuel is stored for later use. However, as with
all nuclear energy programmes, hazardous and long-lived waste is still produced as a
by-product of nuclear energy production, which India plans to manage using deep geological disposal (Wattal, 2013).
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India’s PHWRs were the result of consciously domestic, centralized nuclear technology
development, resulting in plants containing a high degree of Indian engineering.
Development of the material elements of Indian NEPT has not been without its own set of
difficulties, however, as not all materials and personnel education have always been up to
par, leading to unsafe situations (Ramana, 2007; Tomar, 1980). In all, the material elements
presented and the discursive elements––like national development, independence and
technocracy (the intricate fuel cycle fitting well with a centralized and technocratic governance structure)––were well-aligned.

5. France
The early period of what could be called the most successful nuclear energy programme in
the world (more than 75% of French electricity comes from nuclear fission (World Nuclear
Association, 2012b)) presents a case of partial reversibility.
The French nuclear energy programme officially started in 1945 with the creation of the
Commissariat à l’Energie Atomique (CEA) under the auspices of the prime minister, Charles
de Gaulle. By 1956, the CEA’s first real reactor was running (Hecht, 1998). The nuclear programme was part of rebuilding France after the economic devastation caused by World War
2 (WW2), of regaining the ‘radiance of France’ (Hecht, 1998). This also led to the nationalization of energy provision under government-owned Électricité de France (EDF) in 1946. The
CEA and EDF had serious disagreements on France’s nuclear future. This led them to different
reactor designs, in which the ambitions of the agencies took material form. After two and a
half decades of nuclear energy development, EDF managed to make the pressurized water
reactor (PWR) the favoured reactor technology for the French nuclear programme.

5.1 Discursive
A number of discursive elements have been important to the development of the nuclear
energy programme in France: the ‘Radiance of France’ that had to be regained, the connection
of the programme and its artefacts to historical tradition and politics, French independence
(including energy independence) and the limited distinction between military and civil
nuclear activities.
After WW2, the Fourth Republic maintained the technocratic, managerialist and state-centric tendencies of the Third Republic. It aimed to restore the ‘Radiance of France’ (Hecht,
1998). This French ‘radiance’ was supposed to connect modern France with a more glorious
past, a past of Louis XIV, chateaus and cathedrals, the now broken empire. Nuclear reactors
were described in terms of modern cathedrals and chateaus, or were compared in size to
the Arc de Triomphe (Hecht, 1998). Nuclear energy was not a break with the past; it was a
modern continuation of French traditional ingenuity and grandeur. For this project to succeed, ‘une attitude prospective’ (an attitude of inventive spirit) was needed, relying on ‘large
new technologies’11 like nuclear technology. This necessitated systemic central planning but
would allow France to once again become a successful, independent, flourishing nation
(Hecht, 1998). National prowess, redevelopment and independence12 became the values
that would play an important role in the programme.
These values made the nuclear programme ideal for rebuilding a radiant France in more
than one way. Even early on, military and civil nuclear applications were seen as benefitting
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from each other in a mutual dependence relationship (Schneider, 2010). Regaining the radiance of France through nuclear development and gaining increased independence meant
achieving both energy independence and nuclear military prowess, which legitimated the
State as responsible for the programme.
Nuclear energy’s link with national pride meant that NEPT needed to be thoroughly
‘French’ and had to contribute to a radiant France. How that was to be done, however, was
still open for discussion. Despite the original ‘French’ technology being uranium naturel
graphite gaz (UNGG; natural uranium gas graphite) reactors, the CEA and EDF disagreed on
the intricacies in designing these reactors. Whereas the CEA developed its reactors from a
more nationalistic and dual use (civil and military) perspective, EDF (without military objectives) redirected justificatory discourse in the 1960s towards economic factors (e.g. the ‘competitive kilowatt-hour’), since it held that economically competitive nuclear energy was the
best way to rebuild France (Hecht, 1998).
Lastly, access to information about nuclear issues was relatively limited (Schneider, 2010).
Whereas general communication about nuclear energy was largely positive and often interwoven with nationalistic sentiment, critical voices often went unheard or unappreciated. As
such, the discursive resources available to the public were limited and rather one-sided. This
situation held at least until the substantial expansion of the nuclear energy programme in
the 1970s, when more critical voices and public dissent arose.

5.2 Institutional
Much of the decision-making power over industrial and economic matters was in the hands
of a technocratic elite: the ‘Corps des Mines,’ a select group of polytechniciens13 (engineers)
that held important positions inside government and industry (Hecht, 1998; Schneider, 2010),
with a clear distinction between policy insiders and outsiders (Teräväinen, Lehtonen, &
Martiskainen, 2011). This was also the case in the organization of the CEA (1945) and EDF
(1946). The CEA was responsible for R&D concerning nuclear energy for both civil and military
applications (in mutually beneficial configurations), including fuel cycle and nuclear reactor
development. Its craving for the ‘Radiance of France’ explains its nationalism and the intricate
connection between its nuclear activities and the then prevalent French politics (Hecht,
1998). EDF, on the other hand, was responsible for energy production and distribution, which
included the design, construction and operation of nuclear power plants. However, EDF’s
activities had little or no military connection. Their idea of how the nuclear programme was
to help achieve national goals was more liberal, international and generally much more
focused on the economics of nuclear energy (Hecht, 1998).
Since the French nuclear energy programme has largely escaped democratic parliamentary control14 (Schneider, 2010), CEA and EDF engineers were involved in what Hecht (1998)
describes as ‘techno-politics;’ that is, through the creation of institutional arrangements and
technical artefacts, they were able to push their agendas for French radiance. This political
conflict, hidden in technology, culminated in the ‘guerre des filières’ (war of the systems), from
which EDF’s more ‘apolitical,’ economically oriented programme emerged victorious with
the PWR as dominant reactor technology at the end of the 1960s15 (Hecht, 1998). Despite
this victory for EDF, the rest of the nuclear fuel cycle, including mining, reprocessing and
some enrichment, remained under the control of the CEA or its subsidiaries. This is interesting, since the disentanglement of nuclear power from military applications by EDF in
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preferring PWRs to UNGG reactors does not extend across the fuel cycle. France has had no
fully separate civil and military nuclear fuel cycles (Schneider, 2010).
Concerning liability, in the past France had the lowest maximum liability limits in Europe
(Faure & Fiore, 2008). If EDF had to insure itself against a worst-case scenario, the cost of
electricity production would increase significantly (Schneider, 2010).

5.3 Material
The first eight reactors in the French nuclear energy programme were all of the UNGG type
and were built by the CEA and EDF. However, they differed in subtle ways that allowed the
CEA and EDF to materialize their political positions. CEA’s first serious UNGG reactors (operational in 1956, 1959 and 1960, respectively) had markedly less energy output in favour of
better plutonium production.16 EDF, however, controlled the design of the non-nuclear parts
of the reactors constructed at its site in Chinon (i.e. not the reactor core and fuel rods, which
were the CEA’s responsibility). As such, its first reactors (operational in 1964, 1965 and 1966,
respectively) were far better suited for more efficient energy production, which was in line
with EDF’s vision of how nuclear energy was to contribute to the ‘Radiance of France’ (Hecht,
1998).
EDF, with its discursive strategy of ‘depoliticizing’ nuclear energy’s merits by strategically
making economic efficiency and liberal market competitiveness important, managed to
legitimate the ‘foreign’ PWR (developed in the USA; see section 6) as the most economically
feasible candidate for French nuclear energy production. After the expansion of nuclear
energy capacity after the oil crisis in 1973, total PWR capacity dwarfed that of other reactor
types.17
However, the CEA’s ambitions were still alive as the French had a closed fuel cycle in which
they recycled part of their nuclear waste into MOX, which requires the separation of uranium
and plutonium from nuclear waste. Their military and civil fuel cycles were not fully separated,
discursively, institutionally or materially (i.e. they had been processed in the same waste
treatment plants in Marcoule and La Hague since 1958 and 1976, respectively). In addition,
the recycling of waste increases fuel efficiency, contributing to French energy independence.
It also significantly lowers the total volume of long-lived waste to be disposed of in geological
repositories, and this waste’s radiotoxicity will decrease more quickly to non-hazardous levels
compared to the waste from an open fuel cycle (Taebi & Kloosterman, 2008). Since 1978,
France has been domestically enriching uranium for running PWRs (World Nuclear
Association, 2012b), which adds to the country’s energy independence.
As such, the discursive and institutional elements presented above are aligned with the
material elements of French NEPT, with a relatively stable balance between the CEA’s and
EDF’s techno-political aspirations. As such, the case of France shows how even slightly different aspirations can give rise to different material configurations, and how disalignments
between discursive and institutional elements wielded by different actors can sometimes
still be reconciled through material elements.

6. USA
The USA’s civil nuclear energy programme has its origins in military research during WW2.
This research resulted in the development of the atomic bomb, which was eventually used
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in the bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki (Parsons, 1995). After the war, in 1946, the Atomic
Energy Act established the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), which initially focused almost
exclusively on military nuclear development. Policy changes in the early 1950s, spurred by
Soviet nuclear progress, culminated in Eisenhower’s ‘Atoms for Peace’ speech in 1953 and
the subsequent opening up of the nuclear programme to private parties for the construction
and exploitation of nuclear power plants under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (Clarfield &
Wiecek, 1984). By 1957, the first commercial reactor at Shippingport was online. The nuclear
programme grew exponentially in the 1960s and early 1970s, but its expansion had practically ground to a halt by 1980 (Clarfield & Wiecek, 1984). Currently, 104 reactors provide
about 19% of total electricity production in the USA (World Nuclear Association, 2013). The
institutional elements that supported the programme’s initial success, and its paralysis after
1980, are especially interesting.

6.1 Discursive
Before 1953, the American nuclear energy programme was dominated by military nuclear
research and application. Confidentiality was so stringent concerning technical data that
industry had little or no access to it and did not initiate nuclear power development in earnest
(Clarfield & Wiecek, 1984). This changed drastically after Eisenhower’s ‘Atoms for Peace’
speech in 1953. The discursive elements deployed in the speech were meant to help establish
the USA’s new place in a peaceful nuclear world, and to rhetorically distance itself from the
other side in the Cold War: the Soviet Union.
Firstly, ‘Atoms for Peace’ was meant to contain the destructive force of the atom as had
been witnessed in Japan only a few years before (Jasanoff & Kim, 2009), to ‘strip its military
casing and adapt it to the arts of peace.’18 As such, the speech sought to make a very clear
discursive distinction between civil and military applications of nuclear technology and
indicated that they could indeed be separated (Clarfield & Wiecek, 1984). This distinction
marked a break with the previous decade, when the AEC considered military and civil nuclear
development ‘two sides of the same coin’ (Lilienthal, 1947, p. 7). The speech was also meant
to quell fear of the USA itself, a superpower with enormous destructive potential that was
now committed to peaceful nuclear development19 and would aid others by providing technology and know-how (and thus limit the Soviet Union’s nuclear influence in the world)
(Jasanoff & Kim, 2009; Parsons, 1995).
Secondly, it implicitly and ideologically distanced Eisenhower’s USA––the society of ‘freedom, self-determination and life’ (Jasanoff & Kim, 2009, p. 127)––from the Soviet Union, with
its communist economic model and strong state influence in all aspects of life. This strengthened the call for nuclear privatization and limited government interference in a nuclear
energy market. Similarly, the shroud of secrecy was lifted a little in 1954, as industry needed
information in order to design, develop, construct and exploit nuclear power plants. This
opened up possibilities for private industry by granting them discursive resources not previously available to them.

6.2 Institutional
Since nationalized energy provision would not fit the ideological climate of the times, the
USA’s nuclear energy programme relied on industry and private utilities to design, build and
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operate nuclear power plants. This was reflected in the way the Atomic Energy Commission
(AEC) was set up in 1946: it was responsible for the regulation, R&D and promotion of both
military and civil nuclear power (Clarfield & Wiecek, 1984), but was forbidden to build or
operate full-scale power plants, and had to rely on industry and utilities to do so instead
(Cowan, 1990). Before 1954, private industry’s access to technical information on NEPT was
severely restricted and as such, the industry did not develop. Meanwhile, the AEC focused
its efforts mostly on military nuclear power, culminating in the development of nuclear naval
propulsion with PWRs. Once industry was granted access to technical nuclear information
in 1954, the AEC could focus on facilitating the development of a civil nuclear industry
(Clarfield & Wiecek, 1984). Although privatization was important, liability was set by the
Price-Anderson Act of 1957 at $60 million for the company in question (because private
insurers would not insure for a larger amount), and $500 million was committed by the
federal government in the event of an accident. This provided a safe investment environment
for private industries, but required considerable government warrant (Clarfield & Wiecek,
1984). This may seem to go against a truly private nuclear energy industry, but there was
national interest in its development too, as put forward in ‘Atoms for Peace’: exportable NEPT
to strengthen the USA’s international position in nuclear affairs (Jasanoff & Kim, 2009).
The AEC’s dual role as promoter and regulator put it into a conflict of interest between
the interests of the nuclear industry (promotion) and the interests of US citizens (safety
regulation), and the AEC has indeed at times traded off its regulatory responsibilities against
industrial success in order to enable the latter. For example, over the course of the 1950s
and 1960s, the AEC and the industry had been rather conservative with funding and publishing research into the risks of nuclear power (Clarfield & Wiecek, 1984). For instance, the
AEC’s decision to not fully disclose the results arising from the 1964 revision of the 1957
WASH-740 report on the risks of nuclear energy was partly inspired by the detrimental effects
the increased risk estimates in the revision would have on nuclear industrial development
(Clarfield & Wiecek, 1984; Walker, 1992). On top of this, the multitude of reactor designs and
operating procedures employed by private industry made it especially difficult to overview
the specific risks for every situation and made licensing procedures slow. However, risks were
not the only thing that could make or break the industry. Cost prospects in the 1950s and
1960s were extremely optimistic, assuming that increased experience and economies of
scale would push nuclear energy prices down to a level ‘too cheap to meter.’20 It was thought
that the costs of nuclear energy production would end up well below those of conventional
fuels, like coal. This idea took on a life of its own as the industry and the AEC echoed one
another’s optimistic cost estimates. Despite the unrealistic assumptions on which this optimism was based, it had a profound effect, namely it helped start a bandwagon market for
nuclear power with orders for plants rolling in faster than the AEC could license them
(Clarfield & Wiecek, 1984). However, as the 1970s began, nuclear energy faced increased
contestation from the environmental movement (especially in the wake of the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1970). This led to increased safety standards, and the realization
that the economics of nuclear energy were much worse than previously assumed, and by
1973 the number of orders had dropped considerably (Parsons, 1995). It is interesting to
note that while the courts generally favoured the AEC and its decisions during the 1950s
and 1960s, the judiciary culture in the USA provided a legitimate realm for contestation
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(Clarfield & Wiecek, 1984). This contestation indirectly helped lead to stringent regulation
and helped spur the criticism of the AEC, laying bare the conflict of interest it operated on.
By 1974, the AEC was under such strong attack for unduly favouring the industry it was
meant to regulate that it was dissolved. Regulation, licensing, materials management and
the setting of safety standards were brought under the wing of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC), and the promotional activities were assigned to the Energy Research
and Development Administration (ERDA). As a result, and under increasing societal pressure,
regulation became even more stringent, risks were more systematically investigated21 and
costs rose dramatically. The Three Mile Island nuclear accident in 1979 was the proverbial
nail in the coffin of what 20 years earlier had been an exponentially growing nuclear energy
industry (Parsons, 1995).

6.3 Material
The fact that in its early life the AEC focused on military applications of nuclear energy had
led to an initial organization of industry around and increased experience with PWRs (Cowan,
1990). Despite the AEC’s early experimentation in the 1950s with a number of different
reactor types (Parsons, 1995), the urgency lent to the programme by the ‘Atoms for Peace’
drove the nuclear industry towards a solution that was relatively reliable in the short term
due to this experience: PWRs.
The clear distinction in ‘Atoms for Peace’ between military and civil nuclear power is also
reflected in the abandonment of reactors specifically designed for dual use, which were
considered in the early years of the AEC (Clarfield & Wiecek, 1984). Moreover, ‘Atoms for
Peace’ also set the stage for the open fuel cycle in two main ways. By urging privatization
and making cost a critical aspect of nuclear power generation, it assisted the allegedly
cheaper open fuel cycle (Deutch et al., 2003). Closed fuel cycles also leave more room for
military abuse, by reprocessing waste and extracting fissionable materials suited for military
applications (Deutch et al., 2003), a goal not aligned with the distinction between civil and
military nuclear power so adamantly emphasized by Eisenhower in 1953. Finally, the institutional arrangement of a privatized nuclear power industry with a plethora of specific plant
designs and operations probably helped push the USA towards an open fuel cycle, as the
management of a closed fuel cycle would be significantly more difficult than under a centralized, uniform programme such as that in France or India. As alluded to above, however,
this open fuel cycle produces higher volumes of high-level radioactive waste 22 that also
remains radiotoxic for significantly longer than their French and Indian counterparts (Taebi
& Kloosterman, 2008).

7. Irreversibility of NEPT in India, France and the USA
As the historical narratives above show, these three countries have successfully developed
a domestic nuclear energy programme, and have put in place a wide assortment of discursive, institutional and material elements in the process. In this section, both the stable constellations of elements implicated in circuits of reproduction as well as important disruptive
events will be summarized and discussed in terms of the reversibility/irreversibility of NEPT.
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7.1 India
Indian NEPT development is a good example of a circuit of reproduction that, owing to
sufficient alignment between its elements and adequate protection through asymmetries
in resources, experienced little disruption in its early decades. In the years following independence, a number of discursive, institutional and material elements were introduced that
would eventually come to define Indian NEPT. These elements are summarized in Table 2.
These were initially limited to discursive and institutional elements, aligned with India’s
state-driven technology-based development. Bhabha’s three-phase plan formed a strong
shared aspiration around which action could be organized. According to the conceptualization of technology development presented above, alignment between generally shared
aspirations and specific other elements, as well as amongst these elements themselves,
would already provide a strong impetus for agents to reproduce these structures through
action (giving rise to the abovementioned circuits of reproduction). Additionally, possible
disalignments between these elements (e.g. issues of safety or environmental degradation)
would arguably have not given rise to disruptive events. This is due to asymmetries in discursive and institutional resource availability for nuclear and non-nuclear actors. Secrecy
limited the discursive resources available to non-nuclear actors and prevented disalignments
from coming into play. A concentration of institutional resources with the centralized and

Table 2. Stable set of elements constituting Indian NEPT.
Discursive

Institutional

Material

National pride

Technocratic governance

Indigenous development of
material elements

Development towards
independence

Centralized decision-making power and
R&D (DAE)

PHWRs: use of natural
uranium increases
independence from other
countries

Development through technoscientific advances

Centralized planning and responsibility for
construction according to the three-phased
plan (DAE and subsidiaries)

PHWRs: produce plutonium
for the second phase

Nuclear energy as symbol of
development

Little democratic control due to the DAE
directly reporting to the Prime Minister

Closed fuel cycle: recycling
increases resource efficiency

Faith in government for policy
decisions

DAE and BARC executing both civil and
military research

Closed fuel cycle:
reprocessing allows for
extraction of fuels for phases
two and three

Bhabha's three-phase plan

Government majority ownership

Closed fuel cycle:
reprocessing allows for
extraction of plutonium for
military purposes

Non-distinction between civil
and military application

Unlimited liability: discourages foreign
input

Phase two: FBRs

Secrecy

Capacity building in Indian industry

Phase three: Thorium-based
reactor fleet

1945-1950s
1960s-1980s
Promised
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Table 3. Stable set of elements constituting French NEPT before 1960.
Institutional

Material

Rebuilding the 'Radiance of
France' after WW2 through
NEPT

Discursive

Technocratic governance

Indigenous design and
production of material
elements

Necessity of central planning for
large new technologies

Little democratic input

UNGG reactors, mainly aimed
at plutonium production

Nuclear energy as a modern
continuation of French
traditional ingenuity and
grandeur

Centralized R&D and decision-making
power (CEA), on both civil and military
applications

Closed fuel cycle:
reprocessing increases
resource independence through
spent fuel recycling

Nuclear energy technologies
must be thoroughly 'French'

CEA responsible for reactor design

Closed fuel cycle:
reprocessing allows the
extraction of plutonium for
military purposes

Technology and nationalistic
politics interwoven

CEA responsible for rest of fuel cycle

Military and civil applications
reinforce one another and are
mutually dependent

EDF responsible for energy production and
redistribution

Secrecy

1945-1950
1950-1960

technocratic nuclear establishment (e.g. decision-making power concerning acceptable risk
levels, and licensing and construction outside parliamentary control) limited the possibility
for disruptive action even if disalignment had been recognized. As such, the programme
was ‘protected’ from disruption and insiders could add novel elements (mainly material ones
after 1960), aligned with the ones already in place. All of this resulted in a relatively stable
circuit of reproduction of Indian NEPT. Seeing the difficulty of breaking the circuits of NEPT
reproduction (technology development) in India due to the structural setup of this technology, the Indian case offers a good example of largely irreversible NEPT.

7.2 France
The case of France is interesting because, due to disruptive events, it has undergone partial
reversal. While the nuclear programme as a whole has not been halted (i.e. its circuit of
reproduction was not broken), some specific elements have significantly changed over the
course of NEPT development, the most prominent of which is the change from UNGG reactors to PWRs. The period between the end of WW2 and the early 1960s marks the pre-disruption phase of the French nuclear programme, the most important elements of which are
summarized in Table 3.
Similarly to the Indian programme, one can see an initial introduction of aligned discursive
and institutional elements largely in line with broader societal dynamics. Also similar is the
protection of the programme through secrecy and asymmetrical access to resources between
agents inside and outside the nuclear establishment. However, change came from inside
the establishment. Through incremental adjustments to the UNGG reactors, and the
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Table 4. Stable set of elements constituting French NEPT after 1960.
Discursive

Institutional

Material

Rebuilding the 'Radiance of France'
after WW2 through NEPT

Technocratic governance

EDF’s UNGG reactors,
better suited for efficient
electricity production
(before 1968)

Necessity of central planning for
these large new technologies

Little democratic input

PWRs based on American
Westinghouse design (after
1968)

The competitive kilowatt-hour:
Depoliticization of nuclear reactors
through appealing to economic
efficiency

Centralized decision-making power

PWRs optimized for energy
production

Energy production and other nuclear
applications separated

CEA responsible for rest of fuel cycle

Closed fuel cycle: increases
resource efficiency

Secrecy

EDF responsible for energy production
and redistribution

Closed fuel cycle: increases
resource independence
through spent fuel recycling

EDF responsible for nuclear power plant
construction and operation

Closed fuel cycle: allows
extraction of plutonium for
military purposes

Favourable liability arrangement for EDF
and CEA

Dual use of reprocessing
infrastructure

Elements retained from before 1960
New elements after disruption by
EDF

successful legitimation of the ‘competitive kilowatt-hour’ as the proper operationalization
of how nuclear energy was to contribute to the ‘Radiance of France,’ EDF managed to undo
a number of previously central elements of French NEPT. This led to a partly different stable
set of elements, as shown in Table 4.
EDF, building on the institutional resources afforded by its position as a nuclear player,
managed to discursively depoliticize nuclear energy by replacing its necessary ‘Frenchness’
with an ‘objective’ measure of economic efficiency. This was materialized in EDF’s early UNGG
reactors at Chinon. In doing so, it managed to sever the formerly intrinsic connection
between civil and military use of nuclear power plants, and gained institutional resources
by now being responsible for nuclear power plant construction and operation. Despite this,
the resulting configuration is largely aligned with the aspirations of both EDF and the CEA,
since the closed fuel cycle (under the auspices of the CEA) provided opportunities for both
military applications and increasing efficiency.
The circuit of reproduction of French NEPT was not broken. Rather, certain structural
elements were undone and replaced, which opened up various possibilities for future development. EDF’s disruptions arguably even helped the French nuclear energy programme
achieve its success. Still, since significant disruptions led to the undoing of specific elements
of French NEPT (i.e. diminished their reproduction in favour of the elements that EDF introduced), French NEPT development is an example of the partial reversal of NEPT.
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7.3 USA
Of the three countries discussed, the USA is the only one in which the expansion of the
nuclear energy programme came to a halt. From ‘Atoms for Peace’ in 1953 until the early
1970s, the USA’s nuclear energy programme rapidly expanded and NEPT largely consisted
of the structural elements presented in Table 5.
However, as the 1970s set in, a number of these key elements were no longer applicable. For
example, the opening up of the judiciary system as a legitimate realm of contestation and the
dissolution of the AEC (and the assumption of its responsibilities by the NRC and ERDA) significantly altered the distribution of institutional resources in favour of more democratic control and
outsider influence (eventually leading to stricter regulation under the NRC). Non-nuclear actors
could then act upon the disalignments arising in NEPT over the course of the 1960s and 1970s:
• Firstly, there was an important disalignment between continuously increasing costs on
the one hand, and a competitive and privatized nuclear industry with relatively little
government intervention on the other.
• Secondly, guaranteeing that nuclear energy will be both safe (‘Containing the Atom’) and
cheap (‘Too Cheap to Meter’) proved difficult, despite what the AEC had long espoused.
Trade-offs were necessary. Indeed, when regulations, safety standards and bureaucratic
demands became more stringent under the NRC, costs rose so dramatically that private
industry lost its domestic interest, evidenced by the fact that the flow of applications for
new nuclear power plants came to a halt at the end of the 1970s, after the Three Mile Island
accident had vividly confirmed that absolutely safe nuclear power was hardly guaranteed.23
In other words, whereas the institutional setup of the nuclear programme (privatized
nuclear industry) was important for its rapid growth in the 1950s and 1960s, that very same
setup ceased to work once elements that disaligned with its working principles arose. So,
these disalignments can be said to have broken the USA’s circuit of NEPT reproduction,
insofar as further implementation of NEPT in society has ceased. As such, the USA’s NEPT
has not proven completely irreversible.
However, is this sufficient to truly speak of technological reversibility? After all, existing
power plants continued to generate nuclear energy as well as radioactive waste, and specific
discursive elements (e.g. the USA as a nuclear state) and institutional elements (e.g. nuclear
industry and the NRC) are still present. To truly speak of reversible NEPT, it seems that an
additional requirement is required, which is discussed below.

7.4 Conditions for Reversible NEPT
Some preliminary insights concerning reversibility in NEPT development can be distilled
from the analysis. As alluded to in the previous section, I argue that not one but two central
conditions need to be met for NEPT to be considered truly reversible:
• The ability to stop the further development and deployment of a NEPT in a society;
namely it has to be possible for the circuit of NEPT reproduction to be broken. For this
to happen, it seems important to have disalignments between structural elements
and a relatively symmetrical distribution of resources between agents (including the
possibility to create and act upon disalignment).
• The ability to undo the undesirable outcomes of the development and deployment
of those NEPT. Since the outcomes of NEPT development are its structural elements,
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Table 5. Stable set of elements constituting the USA’s NEPT roughly between 1953 and 1970.

the ability to undo those whether or not the circuit of reproduction has been broken
would satisfy this condition. This includes the risks posed by radioactive waste, however
difficult to ‘undo’ these risks may be.The analysis above has mainly highlighted the
first condition (i.e. stopping NEPT development). The largely aligned sets of elements,
coupled with specific asymmetries in resource distribution, were identified as making
NEPT development more irreversible by reinforcing their reproduction. However, if a
circuit of NEPT reproduction is actually broken, the ability to undo possibly problematic
outcomes24 would surely be desirable and necessary to truly speak of technological
reversibility. This was apparently lacking in the USA after its circuit of NEPT reproduction
was broken when further implementation of NEPT halted after the 1970s. Moreover,
even if NEPT reproduction is largely acceptable, the second condition would allow for
targeted partial reversibility of those elements of NEPT that are found to be problematic,
like EDF managed to do in France. Of course, this leaves unanswered the question how
these conditions are to be met, and answering it is the topic of future work.
Lastly, it needs to be noted that a dilemma seems to haunt a call for reversibility: if, as Orlikowski
(1992) argues, the objectification and institutionalization of technology is essential for its ability
to ‘do work,’ then the reversibility and the efficacy of technology are apparently at odds. Despite
its potential importance if problems with NEPT arise, the complete reversibility of NEPT might
make a circuit of NEPT reproduction difficult (if not practically impossible), hence inhibiting
the development of NEPT in the first place. As such, further research should elaborate on how
efficacy and reversibility are to be balanced across a process of technology development.

8. Conclusion
In order to properly analyse irreversibility in NEPT, this paper conceptualized NEPT development
as a process of structuration involving human aspirations. According to this conceptualization,
NEPT consist of a relatively stable set of discursive, institutional and material elements,
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stretching across time and space through recursive implication by social actors. They are delineated from the rest of the social system by their identification as belonging to NEPT. Technological
irreversibility arises when these elements get caught in circuits of NEPT reproduction.
This conceptualization of technology development was subsequently used to structure
an analysis of the early decades of NEPT development in India, France and the USA. It was
observed that the alignment of the structural elements of NEPT and a concentration of
resources with those agents reproducing these elements were both important factors in
keeping circuits of reproduction running. Indian NEPT exhibits both these characteristics,
providing a good example of largely irreversible NEPT. However, disalignments combined
with changes in resource availability in favour of dissenting voices provide the conditions
for disruptive events. In France, EDF managed to create disalignments in French NEPT by
introducing new structural elements (e.g. the economic kilowatt-hour and the foreign PWRs).
This eventually led to the partial reversal of French NEPT (i.e. some of its structural elements
were undone and replaced by others). In the USA, the circuit of NEPT reproduction was
actually broken when legitimate realms of contestation opened up, which made acting upon
disalignments possible. Despite this, specific elements of the USA’s NEPT persist to this day.
The results of the analysis prompted the formulation of two conditions for reversible
NEPT: (1) the ability to stop the further development and deployment of a NEPT in a society,
and (2) the ability to undo the undesirable outcomes of the development and deployment
of those NEPT, including the risks posed by radioactive waste. These conditions might help
us in developing reversible NEPT, although the extent to which this is desirable is unclear
given the possible tension between complete reversibility and technological efficacy.

Glossary
General
NEPT

Nuclear energy production technology

Institutions
AEC

Atomic Energy Commission

BARC

Bhabha Atomic Research Centre

CEA

Commissariat à l’Energie Atomique

DAE

Department of Atomic Energy

EDF

Électricité de France

ERDA

Energy Research and Development Administration

NRC

Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Nuclear Energy Production Technologies
FBR

Fast breeder reactor

MOX

Mixed oxide fuel

PHWR

Pressurized heavy water reactor

PWR

Pressurized water reactor

UNGG

Uranium naturel graphite gaz (natural uranium gas graphite)
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Notes
1. 
This is part of the famous Collingridge Dilemma, or the dilemma of control (Collingridge, 1980).
2. 
Admittedly, Collingridge’s notion of flexibility is less severe in its outlook than reversibility as
such. It is, however, to a certain extent comparable in what I mean by ‘partial reversibility’ below.
3. 
That is, they can be uttered in language. As such, they are operationalizable as guides for action,
and can be shared with other agents.
4. 
Such expectations and their effect on technological development are the subject of the
‘sociology of expectations’ (see Brown & Michael, 2003).
5. 
This is arguably more in line with the ‘duality of structure’ than Giddens’ own idea of technology,
which did not extend much beyond a ‘means of material production/reproduction’, or resources
implicated by actors in structures of domination (Giddens, 1984, p. 258).
6. 
Be it by having limited functionalities (e.g. nuclear reactors producing weapon-grade plutonium
or not), by having negative outcomes other than intended functionality (e.g. producing
hazardous wastes in the process of producing electricity) or by seemingly necessitating certain
institutional arrangements (e.g. NEPT requiring a strong authoritative state as argued by Winner,
1980).
7. 
Note that Giddens (1984) is principally interested in contradiction at a much more fundamental
level (p. 198).
8. 
One might expect here, rather than India, France and the USA, countries in which nuclear energy
has been successfully abandoned like Italy or Germany. However, given the extraordinary and
traumatic nature of the events that eventually triggered this abandonment (the Chernobyl and
Fukushima disasters respectively), it seems that it is basically the difficulty of abandoning NEPT
(i.e. irreversibility) that must first be understood in order to then understand how it can be
overcome. Moreover, neither Italy nor Germany have really indigenously developed NEPT and
as such, could not adequately showcase the theory presented in this paper of how irreversibility
arises during technology development. I suspect, however, that applying the theory of
technological irreversibility (sections 2 and 3) and the conditions for reversible technology
(section 7.4) developed in this paper to these cases could shed light on why these countries
were successful in abandoning NEPT as well as on the extent to which the indigenousness of
a technology contributes to its irreversibility.
9. 
India’s thorium reserves are markedly larger than its uranium reserves.
10. Set up in 1958, the AEC became the intermediary between the DAE and the prime minister
and is responsible for implementing government policy on nuclear matters and creating policy
and budgets for the DAE.
11. Technology was also conceptually separated from politics. It was supposedly neutral and
rational. This is ironic, as the political dimensions of NEPT in France have had such impact on
the programme’s development (Hecht, 1998).
12. This drive for energy independence explains the drastic response to the 1973 oil crisis in the
Messmer Plan, which aimed at lowering France’s dependence on foreign oil.
13. These engineers were being trained to be leaders, combining engineering, national pride and
public service as values guiding their work (Hecht, 1998).
14. No legislation specific to nuclear energy was passed in France until 1991 (Schneider, 2010).
15. The first French PWR started operations in 1967 in Chooz, based on a Westinghouse license. In
fact, the first French PWR at Chooz was not built by EDF, but was the result of a bid by Framatome
(a private nuclear engineering firm), showing EDF’s more economically liberal stance on nuclear
power plant construction.
16. 
EDF did participate in CEA’s first reactors, which strengthened its position as a nuclear player,
but this could not prohibit ‘below optimal’ energy output as favoured by the CEA (Hecht, 1998).
17. 
EDF currently operates 58 nuclear reactors, with a total generation capacity of 63 GWe, good
for over 75% of the country’s total electricity generation (World Nuclear Association, 2012b).
18. 
For a full transcript of the speech, see http://www.iaea.org/About/history_speech.html
(accessed 29 March 2013).
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19. This adherence to peaceful development held true only insofar as the USA’s military and civil
programmes were materially separated after 1954. The Cold War still saw a serious American
nuclear weapons build-up.
20. The term was coined by Lewis Strauss, then the chairman of the AEC, in a 1954 speech to the
National Association of Science Writers (Strauss, 1954). Although not to be taken literally as a
realistic cost estimate for nuclear fission, it has become iconic of the economic optimism at
the time concerning nuclear power and its future.
21. 
For example, despite critique of the uncertainties of the underlying research, the 1975 WASH1400 or ‘Rasmussen’ report was much further developed than its 1957 counterpart and
introduced the methodological basis for modern probabilistic risk assessment.
22. While volumes of high-level radioactive wastes are larger for the open fuel cycle, total waste
volume needs not be. Reprocessing in the closed fuel cycle produces additional low- and
intermediate-level radioactive wastes (Deutch et al., 2003).
23. 
Although the health effects of the Three Mile Island accident were minimal, its symbolic
confirmation of doubts concerning safety held by those critical of nuclear energy provided
them with the discursive resources to legitimately question the nuclear energy programme.
24. 
For example, a coupling of civil and military nuclear use, specific asymmetrical resource
distributions between elites and others, or even existing infrastructure or the production of
radiotoxic artefacts like spent fuel.
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